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Exclusive neutral-pion electroproduction (ep → e′p′π0) was measured at Jefferson Lab with a
5.75-GeV electron beam and the CLAS detector. Differential cross sections d4σ/dtdQ2dxBdφπ and
structure functions σT + εσL, σTT and σLT as functions of t were obtained over a wide range of
Q2 and xB . The data are compared with Regge and handbag theoretical calculations. Analyses
in both frameworks find that a large dominance of transverse processes is necessary to explain
the experimental results. For the Regge analysis it is found that the inclusion of vector meson
rescattering processes is necessary to bring the magnitude of the calculated and measured structure
functions into rough agreement. In the handbag framework, there are two independent calculations,
both of which appear to roughly explain the magnitude of the structure functions in terms of
transversity generalized parton distributions.

I. INTRODUCTION4

Understanding nucleon structure in terms of the5

fundamental degrees of freedom of Quantum Chro-6

modynamics (QCD) is one of the main goals in7

the theory of strong interactions. The nucleon is8

a many-body system of quarks and gluons. How9

partons move and how they are distributed in space10

is still an open question on which new theoretical11

and experimental developments are starting to shed12

a new light. The study of deep inelastic scattering13

provides the distribution of longitudinal momentum14

and polarization carried by quarks and antiquarks15

within the fast moving hadron. However, the spatial16

distribution of the partons in the plane perpendic-17

ular to the hadron motion is not accessible in these18

experiments. The role of the partons’ orbital an-19

gular momenta in making up the total spin of the20

nucleon is one more unresolved question. In recent21

years it became clear that exclusive reactions may22

provide such information encoded in so-called Gen-23

eralized Parton Distributions (GPDs) [1, 2]. The24

GPDs describe the simultaneous distribution of par-25

tons with respect to both the partons’ transverse26

positions and longitudinal momenta. In addition27

to the information about transverse spatial density28

(form factors) and momentum density, these func-29

tions reveal the correlation of the spatial and mo-30

mentum distributions, i.e. how the spatial shape of31

the nucleon changes when probing quarks of differ-32

ent longitudinal momenta. GPDs give access as well33

to the total angular momentum carried by partons,34

comprising the spin and orbital parts [1].35

The possibility to study GPDs in exclusive scat-36

tering processes rests on factorization theorems,37

which are proven for virtual Compton scattering [3]38

and light meson electroproduction [4] in the limit39

of Q2 → ∞, at fixed xB and t. Here, q2 ≡ −Q2
40

is the square of the 4-momentum transferred to the41

hadronic system by the scattered electron, −t is the42

4-momentum transferred to the recoiling proton and43

xB is the Bjorken variable. These proofs are based44

on the properties of matrix elements represented by45

Feynman diagrams colloquially referred to as hand-46

bags [1, 2, 5]. The reaction is factorized into two47

parts. One part treats the elementary interaction48

∗Current address:Universidad Técnica Federico Santa Maŕıa,
Casilla 110-V Valparáıso, Chile
†Current address:University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ,
United Kingdom
‡Current address:Universita’ di Roma Tor Vergata, 00133
Rome Italy

with one of the partons in the nucleon perturba-49

tively, while the non-perturbative remainder is em-50

bodied in GPDs. While the perturbative process51

between the virtual photon and the quark is reac-52

tion dependent, the information contained within53

the GPDs is universal. Figure 1 indicates the low-54

est order handbag mechanism applied to three re-55

actions: elastic scattering, deeply virtual Compton56

scattering (DVCS) and deeply virtual meson elec-57

troproduction (DVMP), which is the subject of this58

article.59

While the handbag mechanism should be mostly60

applicable at asymptotically large photon virtuality61

Q2, there is some experimental evidence [6] that the62

DVCS reaction at Q2 as low as 1.5 GeV2 appears to63

be applicable by the handbag mechanism. This is64

not unexpected since both vertices of the Compton65

scattering reaction from a single quark involve per-66

turbative electromagnetic processes. On the other67

hand, for DVMP, the second vertex (πqq in the right68

plot of Fig. 1) involves the exchange of at least one69

gluon, and the kinematic range of leading-order ap-70

plicability of the handbag formalism is not as clearly71

determined.72

There are eight GPDs. Four correspond to par-73

ton helicity-conserving (chiral-even) processes, de-74

noted by Hq, H̃q, Eq and Ẽq, and four correspond75

to parton helicity-flip (chiral-odd) processes [7, 8],76

Hq
T , H̃q

T , EqT and ẼqT . At a given Q2 the GPDs77

depend on three kinematic variables: x, ξ and t.78

In a symmetric frame, x is the average longitudinal79

momentum fraction of the struck parton before and80

after the hard interaction and ξ (skewness) is half of81

the longitudinal momentum fraction transferred to82

the struck parton. The skewness can be expressed in83

terms of the Bjorken variable xB as ξ ' xB/(2−xB).84

Here xB = Q2/(2p ·q) and t = (p−p′)2, where p and85

p′ are the initial and final four-momenta of the nu-86

cleon. The GPDs encode both the longitudinal mo-87

mentum distributions through their dependence on88

x and the transverse position distributions through89

their dependence on t.90

In the forward limit where t → 0, Hq and91

H̃q reduce to the parton density distributions q(x)92

and parton helicity distributions ∆q(x), respectively.93

The first moments in x of the chiral-even GPDs are94
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Schematic diagram of the lowest order handbag mechanism applied to: (left) elastic scattering,
(middle) DVCS and (right) meson production.

related to the elastic form factors of the nucleon:1

the Dirac form factor F q1 (t), the Pauli form factor2

F q2 (t), the axial-vector form factor gqA(t) and the3

pseudoscalar form factor hqA(t) [9].4

The DVMP process specifically for π0 production5

is shown in more detail in Fig. 2.



 








FIG. 2: (Color online) Schematic diagram of the π0 elec-
troproduction amplitude in the framework of the hand-
bag mechanism. The helicities of the initial and final
nucleons are denoted by ν and ν′, of the incident photon
and produced meson by µ and µ′ and of the active initial
and final quark by λ and λ′. The arrows in the figure
schematically represent the corresponding positive and
negative helicities, respectively. For final-state photons
or vector mesons µ′ = ±1, while for pseudoscalar mesons
µ′ = 0.

6

It was shown early-on [10] that for pion electro-7

production the leading handbag approach is valid8

at large Q2 for longitudinal helicity-conserving vir-9

tual photons. Using Regge phenomenology as a10

guide for parametrization of the four longitudinal11

GPDs, Refs. [11, 12] calculated cross-section struc-12

ture functions for longitudinal helicity-conserving13

virtual photons. Simultaneously, the CLAS Collab-14

oration as well as other groups [13–15], measured15

the differential cross sections for pion electroproduc-16

tion and extracted structure functions, which are17

the subject of the present paper. When the theo-18

retical calculations for longitudinal virtual photons19

were compared with the JLab data, as well as with20

HERMES data, they were found to underestimate21

the measured cross sections by more than an order22

of magnitude in their accessible kinematic regions,23

even after including finite–size corrections through24

Sudakov form factors [12] . At JLab, sizeable beam-25

spin asymmetries for exclusive neutral pion electro-26

production off the proton were measured [16] above27

the resonance region. These non-zero asymmetries28

imply that both transverse and longitudinal ampli-29

tudes participate in the process.30

The failure to describe the experimental results31

with quark helicity-conserving operators [9, 11]32

stimulated a consideration of the role of the chiral-33

odd quark helicity-flip processes. Pseudoscalar me-34

son electroproduction, and in particular π0 pro-35

duction in the reaction ep → e′p′π0, was identi-36

fied [12, 17, 18] as especially sensitive to the quark37

helicity-flip subprocesses. The produced meson has38

no intrinsic helicity so that the angular momentum39

of the incident photon is either transferred to the40

nucleon via a quark helicity-flip or involves orbital41

angular momentum processes. Evidence of the con-42

tribution of helicity-flip subprocesses, especially HT ,43

to π+ electroproduction in transverse target spin44

asymmetry data [15] was noted in Ref. [12]. A dis-45

advantage of π+ production is that the interpreta-46

tion is complicated by the dominance of the longi-47

tudinal π+-pole term, which is absent in π0 produc-48

tion. In addition, for π0 production the structure of49

the amplitudes further suppresses the quark helicity-50

conserving amplitudes relative to the helicity-flip51

amplitudes [12]. On the other hand, π0 cross sec-52

tions over a large kinematic range are much more53

difficult to obtain than for π+ since the clean detec-54

tion of π0s requires the measurement of their two55

decay photons.56

During the past few years, two parallel theoretical57

approaches - [17, 19] (GL) and [12, 18] (GK) have58

been developed utilizing the chiral-odd GPDs in the59

calculation of pseudoscalar meson electroproduction.60

The GL and GK approaches, though employing dif-61

ferent models of GPDs, lead to transverse photon62

amplitudes that are much larger than the longitudi-63

nal amplitudes.64

At the same time the most successful theoretical65

approaches for describing exclusive reactions in the66

past have been those based upon the Regge model,67

which was introduced in the 1960’s. The Regge68

model [20] has continued to provide insights into the69

nature of hadrons and their interactions.70
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The comparison of the results of GL and GK with1

each other and with the results obtained by the anal-2

ysis of some of the CLAS data was discussed in3

Ref. [13].4

This paper presents the complete results of that5

experiment and a comprehensive description of the6

data analysis, following the description of the exper-7

iment. The experimental results will be compared8

with those of G-L and G-K as well as with the most9

advanced Regge model predictions [20] for the π0 ex-10

clusive production over a wider range of kinematic11

intervals than previously available.12

The main goal of the experiment was to measure13

the differential cross section d4σ
dQ2dxBdtdφπ

of the reac-14

tion ep→ e′p′π0 in bins of Q2, xB , t and φπ, where15

φπ is the angle of the final-state hadronic plane rel-16

ative to the electron scattering plane. Fits to the φπ17

dependence (see Appendix B Eq. B1), in each bin of18

Q2, xB and t, give access to the structure functions19

(σT + εσL), σTT and σLT .20

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP21

The measurements reported here were carried out22

with the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer23

(CLAS) [21] located in Hall B at Jefferson Lab. A24

three-dimensional view of CLAS with the different25

subsystems labeled is shown in Fig. 3. The data were26

taken with a 5.75-GeV electron beam and a 2.5-cm-27

long liquid-hydrogen target. The target was placed28

66 cm upstream of the nominal center of CLAS in-29

side a solenoid magnet to shield the detectors from30

Møller electrons. The spectromenter was operated31

at an instantaneous luminosity of 2×1034 cm−2s−1.32

The scheme of the CLAS geometry, as coded in33

the GEANT3-based CLAS simulation code GSIM,34

is shown in Fig. 4. CLAS consisted of six identi-35

cal sectors with an approximately toroidal magnetic36

field. Each sector was equipped with three regions of37

drift chambers (DC) [22] to determine the trajectory38

of charged particles, gas threshold Cherenkov coun-39

ters (CC) [23] for electron identification, a scintilla-40

tion hodoscope [24] for time-of-flight (TOF) mea-41

surement of charged particles and an electromag-42

netic calorimeter (EC) [25] which was used for elec-43

tron identification as well as detection of neutral par-44

ticles. To detect photons at small polar angles (from45

4.5◦ up to 17◦) an inner calorimeter (IC) was added46

to the standard CLAS configuration, 55 cm down-47

stream from the target. Figure 5 zooms in on the tar-48

get area of Fig. 4 to better illustrate the deployment49

of the IC and solenoid relative to the target. The IC50

consisted of 424 PbWO4 tapered crystals whose ori-51

entations were projected somewhat upstream of the52

target. Each crystal had a 13.3 ×13.3 mm2 square53

front face, a 16 × 16 mm2 rear face and 160 mm of54

length. The light from each crystal was collected55

with an avalanche photo-diode followed by a low-56

noise preamplifier. The temperature of the IC was57

beam

SC

DC

CC

EC

torus magnet

FIG. 3: (Color online) Three-dimensional schematic
view of the elements of the CLAS detector with the dif-
ferent subsystems labeled. A single sector of the de-
tector has been cut away to enable a view of the in-
ner subsystems. The diameter of the CLAS detector is
∼10 m. The notation is as follows: EC–Electromagnetic
Calorimeter, CC–Cherenkov Counter, SC–Scintillation
hodoscope, DC–Drift Chambers.

stabilized with < 0.1◦C precision. The toroidal mag-58

net was operated at a current corresponding to an59

integral magnetic field of about 1.36 T-m in the for-60

ward direction. The magnet polarity was set such61

that negatively charged particles were bent inward62

towards the electron beam line. The scattered elec-63

trons were detected in the CC and EC, which ex-64

tended from 21◦ to 45◦. The lower limit was defined65

by the IC calorimeter located just after the target.66

A totally-absorbing Faraday cup was used to deter-67

mine the integrated beam charge passing through68

the target.69

In the experiment, all four final state particles of70

the reaction ep → e′p′π0, π0 → γγ were detected.71

The kinematic coverage for this reaction is shown72

in Fig. 6, and for the individual kinematic variables73

in Fig. 7. For the purpose of physics analysis an74

additional cut on W > 2 GeV was applied as well,75

where W is the γ∗p center-of-mass energy.76

The basic configuration of the trigger included the77

coincidence between signals from two detectors in78

the same sector: the CC and the EC with a threshold79

∼ 500 MeV. Out of a total of about 7×109 recorded80

events, about 1×105 events for the reaction of inter-81

est were finally retained. The specific experimental82

data set (“e1-dvcs”) used for this analysis was col-83

lected in 2005. The integrated luminosity collected84

was 31.4 fb−1. However, not all data were used for85

the measurement of the cross section. After apply-86

ing strict run-to-run stability criteria, the integrated87

luminosity corresponding to the data presented here88
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EC

CC

SC

DC Region 1

DC Region 2

DC Region 3

DVCS Solenoid

IC

LAC

FIG. 4: (Color online) Schematic view of the CLAS detector constructed by the Monte-Carlo simulation program
GSIM. Note, IC–inner calorimeter, EC–electromagnetic calorimeter, LAC–large angle electromagnetic calorimeter,
CC–Cherenkov counter, SC–scintillation hodoscope, DC–Drift Chambers. The LAC was not used in this analysis.
The tracks correspond, from top to bottom, to a photon (blue online), an electron (red online) curving toward the
beam line, and a proton (purple online) curving away from the beam line.

DC Region 1

DVCS Solenoid

IC

Shielding

Target

FIG. 5: (Color online) A blowup of Fig. 4 showing the
CLAS target region in detail. IC is the inner calorimeter
and DC-region 1 represents the drift chambers closest to
the target.

was was 19.9 fb−1.1

III. PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION2

A. Electron Identification3

An electron was identified by requiring the track4

of a negatively charged particle in the DCs to be5

matched in time and space with hits in the CC, the6

EC and the SC in the same sector of CLAS. This7

electron selection effectively suppresses π− contam-8

ination up to momenta ∼2.5 GeV. Additional re-9

quirements were used in the offline analysis to refine10

electron identification and to suppress the remain-11

ing pions. Geometric “fiducial” cuts were applied in12

such a way that only regions in the CC and EC that13

had high electron efficiency were used.14
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Q
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FIG. 6: (Color online) The kinematic coverage and bin-
ning as a function of Q2 and xB . The accepted re-
gion (yellow online) is determined by the following cuts:
W > 2 GeV, E′ > 0.8 GeV, 21◦ < θ < 45◦. W is the γ∗p
center-of-mass energy, E′ is the scattered electron energy
and θ is the electron’s polar angle in the lab frame. The
dotted grid represents the kinematic regions for which
the cross sections are calculated and presented.

Energy deposition cuts on the electron signal in1

the EC also play an important role in suppressing2

background. An electron propagating through the3

calorimeter produces an electromagnetic shower and4

deposits a large fraction of its energy in the calorime-5

ter proportional to its momentum, while pions typi-6

cally lose a smaller fraction of their energy primarily7

by ionization. For an electron, the observed energy8

to momentum ratio Ecal/p is known as the sampling9

fraction. The observed sampling fraction vs. mo-10

mentum is shown in Fig. 8. The electron events are11

broadly clustered near Ecal/p ∼ 0.25. A cut was12

then applied to select events within the cluster area.13

As shown in Fig. 8, a ±3.5σ sampling fraction cut14

was used in this analysis.15

The distribution of the number of the photoelec-16

trons in the CC is shown in Fig. 9. The upper panel17

shows the distribution before the various cuts such18

as EC sampling fraction, and angle and geometry19

matching between the electron track and the hits20

in the CC. The peak around Nphe = 1 represents21

the pion contamination. The lower panel shows the22

same distribution after these cuts and the selection23

of the exclusive reaction (see Section IV B). The24

single photoelectron peak becomes negligibly small.25

The charged particle tracks were reconstructed by26

the drift chambers. The vertex location was calcu-27

lated by the intersection of the track with the beam28

line. A cut was applied on the z-component of the29

electron vertex position to eliminate events originat-30

ing outside the target. The vertex distribution and31

cuts for one of the sectors is shown in Fig. 10. The32

left plot shows the z-coordinate distribution before33

the exclusivity cuts, which are described below in34

Section IV B, and the right plot is the distribution35

after the exclusivity cuts. The peak at z = −62.536

cm exhibits the interaction of the beam with an in-37

sulating foil. It is completely removed after the ex-38

clusivity cuts, demonstrating that these cuts very39

effectively exclude the interactions involving nuclei40

of the surrounding non-target material.41

B. Proton identification42

The proton was identified as a positively charged43

particle with the correct time-of-flight. The quan-44

tity of interest (δt = tSC − texp) is the difference in45

the time between the measured flight time from the46

event vertex to the SC system (tSC) and that ex-47

pected for the proton (texp). The quantity texp was48

computed from the velocity of the particle and the49

track length. The velocity was determined from the50

momentum assuming the mass of the particle equals51

that of a proton. A cut at the level of ±5σt was52

applied around δt = 0, where σt is the time-of-flight53

resolution. Such a wide cut is possible because the54

exclusivity cuts very effectively suppressed the re-55

maining pion contamination.56

C. Photon identification57

Photons were detected in both calorimeters, the58

EC and IC. In the EC, photons were identified as59

neutral particles with β > 0.8 and E > 0.35 GeV.60

Fiducial cuts were applied to avoid the EC edges.61

When a photon hits the boundary of the calorimeter,62

the energy cannot be fully reconstructed due to the63

leakage of the shower out of the detector. Additional64

fiducial cuts on the EC were applied to account for65

the shadow of the IC (see Fig. 4). The calibration66

of the EC was done using cosmic muons and the67

photons from neutral pion decay (π0 → γγ).68

In the IC each detected cluster was considered69

a photon. The assumption was made that this70

photon originated from the electron vertex. Addi-71

tional geometric cuts were applied to remove low-72

energy clusters around the beam axis and photons73

near the edges of the IC, where the energies of the74

photons were incorrectly reconstructed due to the75

electromagnetic shower leakage. The photons from76

π0 → γγ decays were detected in the IC in an an-77

gular range between 5◦ and 17◦ and in the EC for78

angles greater than 21◦. The reconstructed invari-79

ant mass of two-photon events was then subjected80

to various cuts to isolate exclusive π0 events, with a81

small residual background, as discussed in the sec-82

tion on exclusivity cuts in Sec. IV B below.83
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Distributions for kinematic variables Q2 (a), xB (b), −t (c) and W (d) in arbitrary units. The
data are in black (solid) and the results of Monte Carlo simulations are in red (dotted). The areas under the curves
are normalized to each other.

D. Kinematic corrections1

Ionization energy-loss corrections were applied to2

protons and electrons in both data and Monte-3

Carlo events. These corrections were estimated us-4

ing the GSIM Monte Carlo program. Due to im-5

perfect knowledge of the properties of the CLAS de-6

tector, such as the magnetic field distribution and7

the precise placement of the components or detec-8

tor materials, small empirical sector-dependent cor-9

rections had to be made on the momenta and an-10

gles of the detected electrons and protons. The cor-11

rections were determined by systematically study-12

ing the kinematics of the particles emitted from13

well understood kinematically-complete processes,14

e.g. elastic electron scattering. These corrections15

were on the order of 1%.16

IV. EVENT SELECTION17

A. Fiducial cuts18

Certain areas of the detector acceptance were not19

efficient due to gaps in the DC, problematic SC pan-20

els, and inefficient zones of the CC and the EC.21

These areas were removed from the analysis as well22

as the simulation by means of geometrical cuts,23

which were momentum, polar angle and azimuthal24

angle dependent.25
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FIG. 8: (Color online). Sampling fraction Ecal/p of elec-
trons in the EC as a function of electron momentum. The
solid lines show the ±3.5σ sampling-fraction cut used in
this analysis.

B. Exclusivity cuts1

To select the exclusive reaction ep→ e′p′π0, each2

event was required to contain an electron, one proton3

and at least two photons in the final state. Then, so4

called exclusivity cuts were applied to all combina-5

tions of an electron, a proton and two photons to en-6

sure energy and momentum conservation, thus elim-7

inating events in which there were any additional8

undetected particles.9

Five cuts were used for the exclusive event selec-10

tion (see Fig. 11):11

• A cut, θX , on the angle between the recon-12

structed π0 momentum vector and the missing13

momentum vector for the reaction ep→ e′p′X,14

in which θX < 2o.15

• The missing mass squared of the ep–system16

(ep→ e′p′X), with |M2
x(ep)−M2

π0 | < 3σ.17

• The missing mass of the eγγ–system (ep →18

e′γγX), with |Mx(eγγ)−Mp| < 3σ.19

• The missing energy (ep → e′p′γγX), with20

|Ex(epπ0)− 0| < 3σ.21

• γγ invariant mass - |M(γγ)−Mπ0 | < 3σ.22

Here σ is the observed experimental resolution ob-23

tained as the variance from the mean value of the24

distributions of each quantity. Three sets of reso-25

lutions were determined independently for each of26

the three photon-detection topologies (IC-IC, IC-27

EC, EC-EC). The effects of these cuts on the var-28

ious distributions and the positions of the applied29
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FIG. 9: (a): The number of CC photoelectrons for events
before the various cuts such as CC angle matching, EC
sampling fraction and exclusivity cuts were applied. (b):
The number of CC photoelectrons for events that pass
all cuts.

cuts are shown in Fig. 11 for the case where both30

photons were detected in the IC. These distributions31

were generally broader than in the Monte Carlo sim-32

ulations so that the cuts for the data were typically33

broader than those used for the Monte Carlo simula-34

tions. Similar results were obtained for the topology35

in which one photon was detected in the IC and one36

in the EC, as well as the case where both photons37

were detected in the EC.38

C. Background subtraction39

The M(γγ) distribution contains a small amount40

of background under the π0 peak even after the ap-41

plication of all exclusivity cuts shown in Fig. 11. The42

background under the π0 invariant mass peak, typ-43
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FIG. 10: The z-coordinate of the electron vertex. The vertical lines are the positions of the applied cuts. Note in
(a) the small peak to the right of the target that is due to a foil placed at z = −62.5 cm downstream of the target
window. In (b) the peak due to the foil is seen to disappear after the selection of the exclusive reaction.

ically 3–5%, was subtracted for each kinematic bin1

using the data in the sidebands (−6σ,−3σ)∪(3σ, 6σ)2

in the M(γγ) distributions (lower right distribution3

in Fig. 11 and in greater detail in Fig. 12). The same4

cuts were applied to all the kinematic bins.5

D. Kinematic binning6

The kinematics of the reaction are defined by four7

variables: Q2, xB , t and φπ. In order to obtain8

differential cross sections the data were divided into9

four-dimensional rectangular bins in these variables.10

There are 8 bins in xB , Q2 and t as shown in Tables11

I–III. For each of these kinematic bins there are 2012

bins in φπ of equal angular width. The binning in13

xB and Q2 is shown in Fig. 6.14

V. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION15

The acceptance for each (Q2, xB , t, φπ) bin of the16

CLAS detector with the present setup for the reac-17

tion ep → e′p′γγ was calculated using the Monte18

Carlo program GSIM. The event generator used an19

empirical parametrization of the cross section as a20

function of Q2, xB and t. The parameters were21

tuned using the MINUIT program to best match22

the simulated π0 cross section with the measured23

electroproduction cross section. Two iterations were24

found to be sufficient to describe the experimental25

cross section and distributions. The comparisons of26

the experimental and Monte Carlo simulated distri-27

TABLE I: Q2 bins

Bin Number Lower Limit Upper limit
(GeV2) (GeV2)

1 1.0 1.5
2 1.5 2.0
3 2.0 2.5
4 2.5 3.0
5 3.0 3.5
6 3.5 4.0
7 4.0 4.6

TABLE II: xB bins

Bin Number Lower Limit Upper limit
1 0.10 0.15
2 0.15 0.20
3 0.20 0.25
4 0.25 0.30
5 0.30 0.38
6 0.38 0.48
7 0.48 0.58

TABLE III: |t| bins

Bin Number Lower Limit Upper limit
(GeV2) (GeV2)

1 0.09 0.15
2 0.15 0.20
3 0.20 0.30
4 0.30 0.40
5 0.40 0.60
6 0.60 1.00
7 1.00 1.50
8 1.50 2.00
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FIG. 11: (Color online) The exclusivity cuts for π0 production for the topology where both decay photons are
detected in the IC calorimeter. The graph for each variable shows the number of events per channel plotted before
(red) and after (black) the cuts on the other variables. Upper left: θX cut: angle between the reconstructed π0

momentum vector and the missing momentum vector ep → e′p′X. Upper middle: Missing mass M2
X(ep). Upper

right: Missing mass MX(eγγ). Lower left: Missing energy EX(epγγ). Lower middle: Invariant mass M(γγ). Lower
right: Same as in lower middle (M(γγ)), but magnified to illustrate the residual background. This background is
subtracted from the pion distribution using the wings on either side of the peak, as explained in the text. The
vertical lines denote the positions of the applied cuts on each distribution.

butions are shown in Fig. 7 for the variables Q2, xB ,1

−t and W .2

Additional smearing factors for tracking and tim-3

ing resolutions were included in the simulations to4

provide more realistic resolutions for charged parti-5

cles. The Monte Carlo events were analyzed by the6

same code that was used to analyze the experimental7

data, and with the additional smearing and some-8

what different exclusivity cuts, to account for the9

leftover discrepancies in calorimeter resolutions. Ul-10

timately the number of reconstructed Monte Carlo11

events was an order of magnitude higher than the12

number of reconstructed experimental events. Thus,13

the statistical uncertainty introduced by the accep-14

tance calculation was typically much smaller than15

the statistical uncertainty of the data.16

The efficiency of the event reconstruction depends17

on the level of noise in the detector, the greater the18

noise the lower the efficiency. It was found that the19

efficiency for reconstructing particles decreased lin-20

early with increasing beam current. To take this21

into account the background hits from random 3-22

Hz-trigger events were mixed with the Monte Carlo23

events for all detectors - DC, EC, IC, SC and CC.24

The acceptance for a given bin i was calculated as25

a ratio of the number of reconstructed events to the26

number of generated events, including the random27

background events as28

εi(Q
2, xB , t, φπ) =

Nrec
i (Q2, xB , t, φπ)

Ngen
i (Q2, xB , t, φπ)

. (1)

Only areas of the 4-dimensional space with an ac-29

ceptance equal to or greater than 0.5% were used.30

This cut was applied to avoid the regions where the31

calculation of the acceptance was not reliable.32

VI. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS33

Radiative processes which modify the observed34

cross section were taken into account. Some of these,35
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events in which all selection criteria were applied, where
both decay photons were detected in the IC (note the
log scale). The shaded regions were used to estimate the
residual background on a kinematic bin-by-bin basis.

illustrated in Fig. 13, include radiation of real pho-1

tons, vacuum polarization and lepton-photon ver-2

tex corrections. Vacuum polarization refers to the3

process where the virtual photon temporarily cre-4

ates and annihilates a lepton-anti-lepton pair. The5

lepton-photon vertex corrections are for processes6

where a photon is emitted by the incoming electron7

and is absorbed by the outgoing electron. These8

processes give the largest contribution to the cross9

section at the next-to-leading-order level and can be10

calculated exactly from QED [26]. Thus, the mea-11

sured cross section can be corrected to extract the12

Born term. The radiative correction, δRC , connects13

the experimentally measured cross section to the ba-14

sic non-radiative (Born) cross section as follows15

σBorn =
σmeas
δRC

. (2)

Here, σmeas is the observed cross section from ex-16

periment and σBorn is the desired cross section after17

corrections.18

The corrections were obtained using the software19

package EXCLURAD [26] which uses theoretical20

models as input for the hadronic current. The same21

analytical structure functions were implemented in22

the EXCLURAD package as were used to generate23

the π0 electroproduction events in the Monte-Carlo24

simulation. The corrections were computed for each25

kinematic bin (Q2, xB , t, φπ). They vary from 5%26

to 10%, depending on the kinematics. For example,27

Figure 14 shows the radiative corrections calculated28

for the first kinematic bin as a function of the φπ an-29

gle. Note that the correction increases near φπ = 0◦30

and φπ = 360◦.31

VII. NORMALIZATION CORRECTION32

To check the overall absolute normalization the33

cross section of elastic electron-proton scattering was34

measured using the same data set. The measured35

cross section was lower than the known elastic cross36

section by approximately 12% over most of the elas-37

tic kinematic range. Studies made using additional38

other reactions where the cross sections are well39

known, such as π0 production in the resonance re-40

gion, and Monte Carlo simulations of the effects of41

random backgrounds, indicate that this was approx-42

imately true over a wide range of kinematics. Thus,43

a normalization factor δNorm ∼ 0.89 was applied to44

the measured cross section. This value includes the45

efficiency of the SC counters which was estimated to46

be around around 95%, as well as other efficiency47

factors which are not accounted for in the analysis,48

such as trigger and CC efficiency effects. This cor-49

rection comprises the largest single contribution to50

the systematic uncertainties in the extracted cross51

section.52

VIII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES53

The determination of the differential cross section54

of the reaction ep → e′p′π0 requires the knowledge55

of the yield and the acceptance, including various56

efficiency factors and radiative effects, for each kine-57

matic bin (Q2,xB ,t,φπ), as well as the integrated lu-58

minosity of the experiment. These quantities are59

subject to systematic uncertainties which contribute60

to the uncertainty of the measured cross section in61

each kinematic bin. Each of these factors is sub-62

ject to systematic uncertainty. The size of these63

systematic uncertainties was estimated by repeat-64

ing the calculation of the cross section varying each65

of the cut parameters within reasonable limits. Ta-66

ble IV contains a summary of the information on67

all the studied sources of systematic uncertainties.68

Some sources of uncertainty vary bin-by-bin, others69

are global.70

The systematic uncertainty on the proton identi-71

fication was studied by removing the cut on the dif-72

ference between the measured and predicted flight73

times. The systematic uncertainty was estimated in74

each (Q2, xB , t, φπ) bin to be on average ∼ 2.5 %.75

To estimate the systematic uncertainty introduced76

by the electron and proton fiducial cuts, we varied77

the cuts applied to the φ angles accepted in each78

sector. The φ acceptance of each of the six sectors79

was less than 60◦, depending on θ, due to the thick-80

ness of the toroid magnet coil cryostats. In order to81

avoid tracks which are too close to the coils, a fidu-82

cial cut in ∆φ was applied of nominally 40◦ (±20◦83

from the sector mid-plane) at larger angles θ, taper-84

ing down to smaller ∆φ for smaller θ as the φ accep-85

tance decreases. For electrons an additional cut of86

±3◦ from the mid-plane was applied to avoid known87
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FIG. 13: Feynman diagrams contributing to the pion electroproduction cross section. Left to right: Born process,
Brehmsstrahlung (by the initial and the final electron), vertex correction, and vacuum polarization.
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FIG. 14: Radiative corrections for π0 electroproduction
as a function of φπ for the bin (Q2 = 1.25 GeV2, xB =
0.125, t = −0.12 GeV2).

inefficiencies of the Cherenkov detector in the sector1

mid-plane. The average systematic uncertainty aris-2

ing from the placement of these cuts was estimated3

to be around 4.7%.4

The lower limit on the photon’s energy in the EC5

calorimeter was varied from 350 MeV to 300 MeV for6

the evaluation of the systematic uncertainties due to7

this selection criteria. The uncertainties were calcu-8

lated for each bin and on average were estimated to9

be ∼ 1.6%.10

The systematic uncertainties due to the exclusiv-11

ity cuts on Mx(eγγ), Ex(epπ0), and M(γγ) were12

studied in detail for each cut independently. The13

cuts were changed from 3σ to 2σ and systematic un-14

certainties were calculated in each bin. The average15

uncertainties for each cut, shown in Table IV, varied16

between 2.5–3.2%.17

The systematic uncertainty of the radiative cor-18

rections was estimated as follows. The missing mass19

of the ep system Mx(ep) exhibits a radiative tail.20

Thus, when making a cut on Mx(ep) there is a loss21

of radiated events, which was corrected using the22

routine EXCLURAD [26], which depends on the23

value of the cut. The correction procedure was ap-24

plied with varied cuts on Mx(ep) from 0.1 GeV to25

0.25 GeV in the data analysis program, and the same26

value of this cut was applied to the simulated data.27

The obtained cross sections were compared to the28

original ones bin-by-bin. On average the uncertainty29

was estimated to be 2.9%.30

The systematic uncertainty in the cross section31

due to the normalization correction factor was esti-32

mated by the comparison of the normalization fac-33

tors extracted from the six independent measure-34

ments of the elastic cross section in the six different35

CLAS sectors. The absolute normalization correc-36

tion reflects systematic uncertainties which were not37

accounted for and which may lead to normalization38

errors. This systematic uncertainty was estimated39

to be 6%.40

The uncertainty in the incident electron beam en-41

ergy was determined to be about 0.017 GeV and its42

contribution to the overall cross section is small.43

Finally, the overall systematic uncertainty was es-44

timated by adding all contributions in quadrature45

and is about 10%.46

IX. CROSS SECTIONS FOR γ∗p→ π0p47

The four-fold differential cross section as a function of the four variables (Q2, xB , t, φπ) was obtained from
the expression

d4σep→e′p′π0

dQ2dxBdtdφπ
=

N(Q2, xB , t, φ)

Lint(∆Q2∆xB∆t∆φ)
× 1

εACCδRCδNormBr(π0 → γγ)
. (3)

The definitions of the kinematic variables are given48

in Appendix A. The definitions of the other quanti-49

ties in Eq. 3 are:50
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TABLE IV: Summary table of systematic uncertainties. B denotes bin-to-bin and O indicates overall uncertainties

Source Bin-to-bin or overall Average Uncertainty
Proton ID B ∼ 2.5%
Fiducial cut B ∼ 4.7%
Cut on energy of photon detected in the EC B ∼ 1.6%
Cut on missing mass of the eγγ B ∼ 2.5%
Cut on invariant mass of 2 photons B ∼ 2.9%
Cut on missing energy of the epγγ B ∼ 3.2%
Radiative corrections B ∼ 2.9%
Total beam charge on target O < 1%
Target length O 0.2%
Absolute normalization O 6.0%

• N(Q2, xB , t, φπ) is the number of ep → e′p′π0
1

events in a given (Q2, xB , t, φπ) bin;2

• Lint is the integrated luminosity (which takes3

into account the correction for the data-4

acquisition dead time);5

• (∆Q2∆xB∆t∆φπ) is the corresponding bin6

width (see Tables I–III). For bins not com-7

pletely filled, because of cuts in θe, W and8

E′, as seen in Fig. 6, the phase space9

(∆Q2∆xB∆t∆φπ) includes a 4-dimensional10

correction to take this into account. The spec-11

ified Q2, xB and t values are the mean val-12

ues of the data for each variable for each 4-13

dimensional bin, as if the cross sections in each14

bin vary linearly in each variable in the filled15

portion of the accepted kinematic volume.16

• εACC is the acceptance calculated for each bin17

(Q2, xB , t, φπ);18

• δRC is the correction factor due to the radia-19

tive effects calculated for each (Q2, xB , t, φπ)20

bin;21

• δNorm is the overall absolute normalization22

factor calculated from the elastic cross section23

measured in the same experiment (see Sec.VIII24

above);25

• Br(π0 → γγ) = Γ(πo→γγ)
Γtotal

is the branching26

ratio for the π0 → γγ decay mode.27

The reduced or “virtual photon” cross sections28

were extracted from the data through:29

d2σγ∗p→p′π0(Q2, xB , t, φπ, E)

dtdφ
=

1

ΓV (Q2, xB , E)

d4σep→e′p′π0

dQ2dxBdtdφπ
. (4)

The Hand convention [27] was adopted for the defi-30

nition of the virtual photon flux ΓV (see Eq. B2 in31

Appendix B). A table of the 1867 reduced cross sec-32

tions can be obtained online in Ref. [28]. As an ex-33

ample of the information available, Table V presents34

the reduced cross section for one kinematical point35

(Q2=1.15 GeV2, xB=0.132, t=-0.12 GeV2).36

A. Integrated virtual photon cross section37

σU = σT + εσL38

The total virtual photon cross section is defined39

as the reduced differential cross section integrated40

over φπ and t:41

σU = σT + εσL =

∫ ∫
d2σ

dtdφπ
dtdφπ, (5)

where σT and σL are due to transverse and longitu-42

dinal photons respectively. σU depends on two vari-43

ables Q2 and xB . The variable ε is the ratio of fluxes44

of longitudinally and transversely polarized virtual45

photons (see Eq. B3 in the appendix).46

Since the CLAS acceptance has limited cover-47

age in some areas of the 4-dimensional phase space48

(Q2, xB , t, φπ), the integral could be carried out over49

a finite range of the total phase space. For example,50

at highQ2 and xB , the acceptance around φπ = 180◦51

is near zero, so the φπ integral cannot be fully cal-52

culated using the present data. To account for re-53

gions with small acceptance, a model that was de-54

veloped for the Monte Carlo generator to describe55

d2σMC/dtdφπ was used. This generator was tuned56

using our own π0 experimental data. Thus the inte-57

grated cross sections have an additional factor 1/η,58

where59

η =

∫ ∫
Ω′

d2σ
dtdφπ

MC
dtdφπ

∫ ∫
Ω

d2σ
dtdφπ

MC
dtdφπ

, (6)

in which Ω is the full phase space and Ω′ is the phase60

space where CLAS has non-zero acceptance. Only61
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TABLE V: d2σ/dtdφπ at t = −0.18 GeV2, xB = 0.22
and Q2 =1.75 GeV2. The complete numerical listing for
all measured kinematic points is found in Ref. [28].

φπ
d2σ
dtdφφ

Statistical Error Systematic Error

(deg) (nb/GeV2) (nb/GeV2) (nb/GeV2)
9 55.8 9.0 12.0
27 45.5 6.1 0.7
45 56.7 5.9 6.0
63 62.0 6.3 6.6
81 70.8 6.1 11.1
99 85.2 6.5 7.0
117 61.7 6.4 5.8
135 41.2 5.9 4.6
153 35.7 5.5 3.6
171 44.8 7.8 0.5
189 30.9 5.9 3.6
207 41.0 5.9 5.6
225 42.9 6.5 2.8
243 51.8 5.8 8.8
261 69.2 6.0 2.4
279 82.3 7.3 3.6
297 77.5 7.1 4.2
315 57.8 5.5 9.8
333 48.7 6.2 4.4
351 37.3 7.8 8.2

TABLE VI: Parameters of Q2-dependent fits to the t-
integrated cross sections in Fig. 15 for different values of
xB .

xB AQ2 n

0.18 0.38 ± 0.16 3.32 ± 2.04
0.22 0.97 ± 0.39 5.26 ± 1.34
0.28 1.11 ± 0.48 4.09 ± 1.12
0.34 2.06 ± 0.71 4.46 ± 0.77
0.43 5.41 ± 1.83 5.22 ± 0.63
0.51 5.19 ± 3.12 4.39 ± 0.91

data points were included for partially covered kine-1

matic volumes in which η was greater than 0.45 to2

avoid extrapolation to the regions where the accep-3

tance is low. The value of η is model dependent,4

which introduces an additional systematic uncer-5

tainty of ∼ 15%. The integration over the variable6

|t| extends from |tmin| to 2 GeV2.7

The results have been found to be consistent with8

the results of Ref. [14], which reported high accuracy9

cross sections near the lower Q2, W and |t| regions10

of the present experiment.11

Fig. 15 shows the integrated cross section σU as a12

function of Q2 for different values of xB . The cross13

sections were fit by the simple expression σU ∼ 1/Qn14

to estimate the Q2 dependence. The weighted mean15

of the exponent parameters is n = 4.7± 0.7. Refer-16

ence [14] finds n = 4.78±0.16 based upon two values17

of Q2 (1.9 and 2.3 GeV2). The asymptotic predic-18

tion of the conventional GPD models is σL ∼ 1/Q6
19

and σT ∼ 1/Q8. The parameters of the fit are given20

in Table VI.21

The total cross section σU = σT + εσL as a func-22

tion of W for different values of Q2 is shown in23

Fig. 16. The cross sections were fitted with the func-24

tion σ ∼ 1/Wn. The weighted mean value of the ex-25

ponent is n = 3.7±0.3. Ref. [14] finds n = 3.48±0.1126

based upon two values of W . The W dependence is27

TABLE VII: Parameters of W -dependent fits to the t-
integrated cross sections in Fig. 16 for different values of
Q2.

Q2 AW n
1.34 5.01 ± 2.94 3.03 ± 0.56
1.79 7.82 ± 2.77 3.64 ± 0.37
2.22 11.90 ± 3.53 4.23 ± 0.33
2.68 5.76 ± 2.64 3.61 ± 0.52
3.21 2.38 ± 1.56 2.68 ± 0.80
3.71 1.30 ± 1.24 2.12 ± 1.20

consistent with what was observed for ρ electropro-28

duction [29], i.e. the cross section decreases with W29

compatibly with the Regge-model predictions [20]30

for the exclusive reactions. The parameters of the31

fit are given in Table VII.32

B. The t-dependent differential cross section33

dσU/dt34

Integrating only over φπ yields the t-dependent35

differential cross section36

dσU
dt

=

∫
d2σ

dtdφπ
dφπ. (7)

The correction factor for the region where the CLAS
detector has zero acceptance was calculated as

η′ =

∫
Ω∗

d2σ
dtdφ

MC
dφπ

∫
Ω

d2σ
dtdφπ

MC
dφπ

, (8)

in which Ω is the full phase space and Ω∗ is the phase37

space where CLAS has non-zero acceptance.38

Fig. 17 shows the cross section dσT /dt+ εdσL/dt39

for intervals of Q2 for the different values of xB . The40

presented cross sections were calculated only for the41

kinematics where the factor η′ was greater than 0.45.42

The general feature of these distributions is that in43

a small interval near |t| = |t|min they are not diffrac-44

tive. There, the cross sections cannot be described45

by simple exponential functions. However, for some-46

what larger values of |t|, the cross sections appear to47

fall off exponentially with −t, and thus were fit by48

the function ebt, where the exponential functions ap-49

pears to fit the data with a good χ2. This provides50

a qualitative description of the |t|-dependence by a51

slope parameter b. The curves in Fig. 17 are the52

results of these fits.53

Fig. 18 shows the slope parameter b as a function54

of xB for different values of Q2. The values of b are55

between 1 and 2.5 GeV−2. The data appear to ex-56

hibit a slope parameter decrease with increasing xB57

for each Q2 over much of the measured range, except58

at the highest measured regions of xB and Q2. How-59

ever, theQ2−xB correlation in the CLAS acceptance60

does not permit one to make a definite conclusion61

about the Q2 dependences of the slope parameter for62
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FIG. 15: (color online) The t-integrated “virtual photon” cross section σT + εσL as a function of Q2 for the reaction
γ∗p → p′π0 for xB=0.18, 0.22, 0.28, 0.34, 0.43 and 0.51. The curves are fits to a power law σU = AQ2/Qn where
AQ2 and n are fit parameters.

fixed xB . What one can say is that at high Q2 and1

high xB (Q2 = 4.3 GeV2, xB=0.53), the slope pa-2

rameter is smaller than for the lowest values of these3

variables (Q2 = 1.2 GeV2, xB=0.12). The b param-4

eter in the exponential determines the width of the5

transverse momentum distribution of the emerging6

protons, which, by a Fourier transform, is inversely7

related to the transverse size of the interaction re-8

gion from which the proton emerges. From the point9

of view of the handbag picture, it is inversely related10

to the separation, r⊥, between the active quark and11

the center of momentum of the spectators (see Ref.12

[30]). Thus the data implies that the separation is13

larger at the lowest xB and Q2 and becomes smaller14

for increasing xB and Q2, as it must.15

C. Structure functions16

The reduced cross sections can be expanded17

in terms of structure functions dσT /dt, dσL/dt,18

dσLT /dt, and dσTT /dt as follows:19

d2σ

dtdφπ
=

1

2π

[(
dσT
dt

+ ε
dσL
dt

)
+ ε cos 2φπ

dσTT
dt

+
√

2ε(1 + ε) cosφπ
dσLT
dt

]
, (9)

from which the three combinations of structure func-20

tions, (dσTdt +εdσLdt ), dσTTdt and dσLT
dt can be extracted21

by fitting the cross sections to the φπ distribution in22
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FIG. 16: (Color online) The t-integrated “virtual photon” cross section σT + εσL as a function of W for the reaction
γ∗p → p′π0 for Q2=1.34, 1.79, 2.22, 2.68, 3.21 and 3.71 GeV2. The curves are fits to a power law σU = AW /W

n

where AW and n are fit parameters.

each bin of (Q2, xB , t). The decomposition of the1

structure functions in terms of helicity amplitudes2

is given in Appendix B, Eqs. B10 to B13.3

The physical significance of the structure func-4

tions is as follows:5

- dσL/dt is the sum of structure functions ini-6

tiated by a longitudinal virtual photon, both7

with and without nucleon helicity-flip, i.e. re-8

spectively ∆ν = ±1 and ∆ν = 0.9

- dσT /dt is the sum of structure functions which10

are initiated by a transverse virtual photon of11

positive and negative helicity (µ = ±1), with12

and without nucleon helicity flip, respectively13

∆ν = ±1 and 0.14

- dσLT /dt corresponds to interferences involving15

products of amplitudes for longitudinal and16

transverse photons.17

- dσTT /dt corresponds to interferences involving18

products of transverse positive and negative19

photon helicity amplitudes.20

Figure 19 shows a typical φπ-distribution of the21

virtual photon cross sections with a fit using the22

form of Eq. 9. These data are listed in Table V as23

well. The complete listing of all differential cross sec-24

tions for all kinematic settings are found in Ref. [28].25

Fig. 20 shows the extracted structure functions for26

all kinematical bins in (Q2, xB , t). The values of the27

structure functions are given numerically in Table C.28

The results of a Regge-based calculation [20] are also29

shown in Fig. 20.30

A number of observations can be made indepen-31

dently of the model predictions. The dσTT /dt struc-32

ture function is negative and |dσTT /dt| is compa-33

rable in magnitude with the unpolarized structure34

function (dσT /dt + εdσL/dt). However, dσLT /dt35

is small in comparison with dσU/dt and dσTT /dt.36

This reinforces the conclusion that the asymptotic37

leading-order handbag approach for which dσL/dt is38

dominant is not applicable at the present values of39

Q2.40
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FIG. 19: Example of the φπ distribution of d2σ/dtdφπ.
The solid curve is a fit of the function in Eq. 9. The
kinematic bin corresponding to this figure is at t = −0.18
GeV2, xB = 0.22 and Q2 =1.75 GeV2 and the data
is listed in Table V. Error bars are statistical. The
complete listing of all differential cross sections for all
kinematic settings are found in Ref. [28].

X. COMPARISONS WITH THEORETICAL1

MODELS2

A. Regge model3

The Regge model with charge exchange and π±

final state interactions, in addition to pole terms and
elastic π0 rescattering, had been successfully applied
in Refs. [31, 32] to π0 electroproduction at DESY at
Q2 = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.85 GeV2. This mechanism,
which is illustrated schematically in Fig. 21, includes
a charged-pion rescattering amplitude (see Fig. 22).
Schematically, the amplitude can be written as a
product of two terms:

TπN ∝
∫
dΩTγp→π+N (tγ)TπN→π0p(tπ),

in which tγ = (kγ − Pπ)
2
. The first term in the4

integral is the amplitude for production of a charged5

off-shell meson by a virtual photon and the second6

characterizes its rescattering. The amplitudes are7

largest where the intermediate mesons become on-8

shell.9

However, when this scheme was applied to the10

Jefferson Lab Hall A kinematics [14] at Q2 =11

2.35 GeV2, the calculated cross sections were found12

to be an order of magnitude too low (see Ref. [20]).13

In fact, it was very difficult to understand why the14

experimental cross section at Q2=2.35 GeV2 is com-15

parable in magnitude to the cross section at much16

lower Q2 values.17

Then, Ref. [20] included a vector-meson rescatter-
ing amplitude (see Fig. 22) taking the form

TV N ∝
∫
dΩTγp→V N (tγ)TV N→π0p(tπ).

It was found that the contributions of the ρ+∆0
18

and ρ−∆++ rescattering (Fig. 22 lower-right) are19

the most important, far more important than the20

ωp or ρ0p terms because the cross section of the21

N(ρ+, π)N reaction is larger than the N(ω, π)N22

cross section, and N(ρ0, π0)N cannot occur. These23

comparisons were only carried out in a narrow range24

of kinematics corresponding to the available Hall A25

data.26

The comparison of the present data with the pre-27

dictions of the Regge model [20] is shown in Fig. 20.28

Although the Regge model managed to describe the29

Hall A cross-section data in a narrow region of Q2
30

and t, the situation here, with the large kinematic31

acceptance, is much more complex. In some regions32

of Q2 and t the predictions appear better than in33

others. This model does predict the correct signs34

and values of σTT and the small value of σLT in35

almost all the data intervals.36
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3

and κb1 = 2 leads to a fair agreement with the beam
asymmetry at the real photon point.

This scheme offers us with a way of shifting the min-
imum of the cross section when the virtuality Q2 of
the photon increases, by using slightly different cut off
masses in the electromagnetic form factors of the poles
and the Pomeron cut, F (Q2) = 1/(1 + Q2/Λ2). The fol-
lowing choice leads to a good accounting of the DESY
data at Q2 = 0.85 GeV2: Λ2

ω = 0.325 GeV2, Λ2
ρ =

0.400 GeV2, Λ2
b1

= 1. GeV2, Λ2
c = 0.300 GeV2 and

δc(Q
2) = −0.46Q2/0.85.

The agreement is good too at Q2 = 0.55 GeV2, but
it is not possible to get rid of the second maximum in t
when Q2 = 0.22 GeV2. Also, the extrapolation of this
scheme at Q2 = 2.3 GeV2 misses the recent JLab data.

γ π0

π,ρ

pp

ρ

π+

n

γ π0

π,ρ

pp

ρ

π+  π−

Δ0  Δ++

FIG. 3: The Charge Exchange pion rescattering graphs.

The first inelastic cut that may play a role is the
Charge Exchange (CEX) pion rescattering cut (Fig. 3).
The charged pion electroproduction [19], around Q2 =
2.3 GeV2, is larger (∼ 3 µb/GeV2) than the π0 one (∼ 0.4
µb/GeV2) at low t. Neglecting its principal part, the cor-
responding rescattering matrix element reduces to [15]:

TπN = −i
p′

c.m.

16π2

m√
s

∫
dΩ
[
Tγ∗p→π+n(tγ)Tπ+n→π0p(tπ)

]

(6)

where p′
c.m. =

√
(s − (mπ − m)2)(s − (mπ + m)2)/4s is

the on-shell momentum of the intermediate neutron, for
the c.m. energy

√
s. The two fold integral runs over

the solid angle Ω of the intermediate neutron, and is
performed numerically. The four momentum transfer
between the incoming photon and the intermediate π
is tγ = (kγ − Pπ)2, while the four momentum trans-
fer between the intermediate and the outgoing pions is
tπ = (kπ −Pπ)2. The summation over all the spin indices
of the intermediate particles is meant.

For the p(γ∗, π+)n amplitude, I use the VGL
model [20] which reproduces fairly well the experimen-
tal data [19] around Q2 =2.3 GeV2 and

√
s = 2.2 GeV,

at least the Longitudinal part. The expression of the
CEX amplitude is:

TCEX =

√
3

2

gρ(1 + κV )

m
gρππPρ

RF1(tπ)
(
λf

∣∣∣&σ · &Pπ × &kπ

∣∣∣λi

)
(7)

where g2
ρππ/4π = 5.71, where g2

ρ/4π = 0.92, where κV =
6 and where F1 is the nucleon form factor as defined
in [15]. Since the experimental t distribution exhibits a
node, I use the non degenerated Regge propagator Pρ

R

with the saturating trajectory of the ρ [12]. As shown in
Fig. 4, this gives a good account of the πN CEX scatter-
ing data [21] in the same energy range.
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FIG. 4: (Color on line) The πN CEX at
√

s = 2.4 GeV [21].
The (black) line, marked ”lin”, corresponds to the use of a
linear Regge trajectory, while the (red) line, marked ”sat”,
corresponds to the use of a saturating Regge trajectory.

Since the πN∆ and ρN∆ coupling constants are com-
parable to and even larger than the πNN and the
ρNN ones (see for instance ref. [22]), the π+∆0 and
π−∆++intermediate states play also a role (Fig. 3). The
rescattering matrix element is a straightforward exten-
sion of eqs. (6) and (7), using the relevant coupling con-
stants as well as the relevant isospin coefficients, and re-
placing the &σ matrices by the N → ∆ spin transition
matrices &S.

Fig. 5 shows that the coupling to these CEX channels
is not enough to account for the large experimental cross
section at Q2 = 2.3 GeV.

The next cuts are the vector meson cuts shown in
Fig. 6. The generic amplitude is:

TV N = −i
pc.m.

16π2

M√
s

∫
dΩ
[
Tγp→V N (tγ)TV N→π0p(tπ)

]

(8)

where pc.m. =
√

(s − (mV − M)2)(s − (mV + M)2)/4s
is the on-shell momentum of the intermediate baryon (of
mass M), for the c.m. energy

√
s. The two fold integral

runs over the solid angle Ω of the intermediate baryon.
The four momentum transfer between the incoming pho-
ton and the vector meson is tγ = (kγ − PV )2, while the
four momentum transfer between the vector meson and
the outgoing pion is tπ = (kπ − PV )2. The summation
over all the spin indices of the intermediate particles is
meant.

FIG. 21: Rescattering diagrams with the pion charge-
exchange processes included in Ref. [20]. The vertical
dashed and wavy lines represent the exchange of Regge
trajectories. The horizontal lines correspond to on-shell
meson nucleon rescattering processes.
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s = 2.269 GeV. The dotted blue line is the contribution
of the Regge poles. The contribution of the πN and the πN
+ π∆ cuts alone is shown in the bottom of the figure. The
dotted lines correspond to the longitudinal component only.
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FIG. 6: The Vector meson cuts.

Since the ρ0 cannot decay into two π0’s, only the ωp,
the ρ+n and the ρ±∆ cuts have to be taken into account.
In the ωp cut, the amplitude of the p(γ∗, ω)p reaction is
based on the exchange of the Regge trajectories of the
Pomeron, the π, the f2 in the t-channel and of the pro-
ton in the u-channel. The model is described in ref. [23]
and reproduces well the experimental data [24] in the
JLab energy and momentum range. The amplitude of
p(ω, π0)p has the same structure [13] as the ρ exchange
part of the Regge amplitude of the reaction p(γ, π0)p, to
which it is related under the Vector Meson Dominance
assumption:

Tωπ =
fω√
4π

× Tγπ (9)

where f2
ω/4π = 18.4, and where the amplitude is eval-

uated with the actual kinematics of the p(ω, π0)p reac-
tion. This model leads to a very good agreement with
the available data (Fig. 7). Again, the contribution of
the ωp cut is not enough to reproduce the experimental
data at Q2 = 2.3 GeV2 (Fig. 5).
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FIG. 7: The cross section of the p(π−, ω)n reaction at
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s =
2.785 GeV [25].
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FIG. 8: (Color on line) The comparison between the cross
sections of the p(γ, ρ0)p (black) and p(γ,ρ+)n (red) reactions
at Q2 = 0 (top) and Q2 = 2.3 GeV2 (bottom). The open red
circles and the dash-dotted red curve correspond to the photo
production of ρ−, while the filled red circles and the full red
curves correspond to the electroproduction of ρ+.

The contribution of the ρ+n cut is far more impor-
tant (Fig. 1). The first reason is that the cross section of
the N(ρ, π)N reaction is larger than the cross section of
the N(ω, π)N reaction at low t (compare Fig. 3 of [15]
and Fig. 7): The former reaction is driven by π exchange
while the latter is driven by ρ exchange. The second rea-
son is that the cross section of the p(γ, ρ+)n, which is very
small at the real photon point, becomes large at large Q2.
This is shown in Fig. 8 which compares the cross sections

FIG. 22: Rescattering diagrams with vector meson pro-
cesses included in Ref. [20] .

B. Handbag model1

Fig. 23 shows the experimental structure functions2

at selected values of Q2 and xB . The results of two3

GPD-based models which include transversity GPDs4

[19, 33] are superimposed in Fig. 23. The primary5

contributing GPDs in meson production for trans-6

verse photons are HT , which characterizes the quark7

distributions involved in nucleon helicity-flip, and8

ĒT (= 2H̃T +ET ) which characterizes the quark dis-9

tributions involved in nucleon helicity-non-flip pro-10

cesses [34, 35]. As a reminder, in both cases the11

active quark undergoes a helicity-flip.12

Reference [33] obtains the following relations (see13

the Appendix for more details):14

dσT
dt

=
4πα

2k′
µ2
π

Q8

[(
1− ξ2

)
|〈HT 〉|2 −

t′

8m2

∣∣〈ĒT 〉
∣∣2
]

(10)

dσTT
dt

=
4πα

k′
µ2
π

Q8

t′

16m2

∣∣〈ĒT 〉
∣∣2 . (11)

Here κ′(Q2, xB) is a phase space factor, t′ = t−tmin,15

where |tmin| is the minimum value of |t| correspond-16

ing to θπ = 0, and the brackets 〈HT 〉 and 〈ĒT 〉 de-17

note the convolution of the elementary process with18

the GPDs HT and ĒT . The GPD ĒT describes the19

spatial density of transversely polarized quarks in an20

unpolarized nucleon [34, 35].21

Note that for the case of nucleon helicity-non-flip,22

characterized by the GPD ĒT , overall helicity from23

the initial to the final state is not conserved. How-24

ever, angular momentum is conserved, the difference25

being absorbed by the orbital motion of the scat-26

tered π0 −N pair. This accounts for the additional27

t′(= t − tmin) factor multiplying the ĒT terms in28

Eqs. 10 and 11.29

In both calculations the contribution of σL ac-30

counts for only a small fraction (typically less than a31

few percent) of the unseparated structure functions32

dσT /dt+ εdσL/dt in the kinematic regime under in-33

vestigation. This is because the contributions from34

H̃ and Ẽ, the GPDs which are responsible for the35

leading-twist structure function σL, are very small36

compared with the contributions from ĒT and HT ,37

which contribute to dσT /dt and dσTT /dt. In ad-38

dition, the transverse cross sections are strongly en-39

hanced by the chiral condensate through the param-40

eter µπ = m2
π/(mu + md), where mu and md are41

current quark masses [12].42

With the inclusion of the quark-helicity non-43

conserving chiral-odd GPDs, which contribute pri-44

marily to dσT /dt and dσTT /dt and, to a lesser ex-45

tent, to dσLT /dt, the model of Ref. [33] agrees rather46

well with the data. Deviations in shape become47

greater at smaller −t for the unseparated cross sec-48

tion dσU/dt. The behavior of the cross section as49

|t| → |t|min is determined by the interplay between50

HT and ĒT . For the GPDs of Ref. [33] the pa-51

rameterization was guided by the lattice calcula-52

tion results of Ref. [35], while Ref. [19] used a GPD53

Reggeized diquark-quark model to obtain the GPDs.54

The results in Fig. 23 for the model of Ref. [33] (solid55

curves), in which ĒT is dominant, agree rather well56

with the data. In particular, the structure func-57

tion σU begins to decrease as |t| → |t|min, show-58

ing the effect of ĒT . In the model of Ref. [19]59

(dashed curves) HT is dominant, which leads to60

a large rise in cross section as −t becomes small61

so that the contribution of ĒT relative to HT ap-62

pears to be underestimated. One can make a sim-63

ilar conclusion from the comparison between data64

and model predictions for σTT . This shows the sen-65

sitivity of the measured π0 structure functions for66

constraining the transversity GPDs. From Eq. 1067

for dσT /dt and Eq. 11 for dσTT /dt one can conclude68

that |dσTT /dt| < dσT /dt < dσU/dt. One sees from69

Fig. 23 that −dσTT /dt is a sizable fraction of the un-70

separated cross section while dσLT /dt is very small,71

which implies that contributions from transversity72

GPDs play a dominant role in the π0 electroproduc-73

tion process.74

Fig. 24 shows the extracted structure functions vs.75

t for all kinematic bins, but this time compared to76

the GPD calculations of Ref. [33]. While σLT is very77

small in all kinematic bins, σTT remains substantial,78

which is what one would expect for a transverse pho-79
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FIG. 23: (Color online) The extracted structure functions vs. t for the bins with the best kinematic coverage and
for which there are theoretical calculations. The data and curves are as follows: black (filled circles) - dσU/dt =
dσT /dt+εdσL/dt, blue (triangles) - dσTT /dt , and red (squares) - dσLT /dt. All the structure functions are numerically
given in Appendix C. The error bars are statistical only. The point-by-point propagated systematic uncertainties for
all the structure functions are given in Appendix C. The curves are theoretical predictions produced with the models
of Refs. [33] (solid) and [19] (dashed). In particular: black (positive) - dσU/dt(= dσT /dt+ εdσL/dt), blue (negative)
- dσTT /dt, and red (small) - dσLT /dt
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ton dominated process.1

XI. CONCLUSION2

Differential cross sections of exclusive neutral-pion3

electroproduction have been obtained in the few-4

GeV region at more than 1800 kinematic points in5

bins of Q2, xB , t and φπ. Virtual photon struc-6

ture functions dσU/dt, dσTT /dt and dσLT /dt have7

been obtained. It is found that dσU/dt and dσTT /dt8

are comparable in magnitude with each other, while9

dσLT /dt is very much smaller than either. The t-10

dependent distributions of the structure functions11

have been compared with calculations based upon12

the Regge trajectory and handbag approaches. In13

each case, it is found that the cross sections are dom-14

inated by transverse photons.15

In the Regge model [20], in order to account for16

the magnitude of the cross section, it has been nec-17

essary to add vector meson rescattering amplitudes18

(Fig. 22) to the original pole terms and pseudoscalar19

rescattering amplitudes (Fig. 21).20

Within the handbag interpretation, there are two21

independent theoretical calculations [19, 33]. They22

confirm that the measured unseparated cross sec-23

tions are much larger than expected from leading-24

twist handbag calculations which are dominated by25

longitudinal photons. The same conclusion can be26

made in an almost model independent way by not-27

ing that the structure functions dσU/dt and dσTT /dt28

are comparable to each other while dσLT is quite29

small in comparison. In the calculation of Ref. [19]30

the dominant GPD is HT , which involves a nu-31

cleon helicity-flip, while that of Ref. [33] has a larger32

contribution of ĒT , which involves a nucleon non-33

helicity-flip. The data at t near tmin appear to fa-34

vor the calculation of Ref. [33]. In Eqs. B21, B2235

and B23 one can make two observations. First,36

note that cross section contributions due to ĒT van-37

ish as |t| → |t|min. There is no such constraint on38

terms involving HT . The observed dσU/dt does ap-39

pear to turn over as |t| → |t|min, which is expected40

when the contribution of ĒT is relatively large, as in41

Ref. [33]. Second, the structure function dσTT /dt,42

which depends on ĒT , is relatively large in the data.43

However, one must be very cautious not to over-44

interpret the results at this time. Detailed inter-45

pretations are model dependent and quite dynamic46

in that they are strongly influenced by new data47

as they become available. In particular, calcula-48

tions are in progress to compare the theoretical mod-49

els with the beam-spin asymmetries obtained earlier50

with CLAS [16] and longitudinal target spin asym-51

metries, also obtained with CLAS, which are cur-52

rently under analysis [36].53

Extracting dσL/dt and dσT /dt and performing54

new measurements with transversely and longitu-55

dinally polarized targets would also be very use-56

ful, and are planned for the future Jefferson Lab at57

12 GeV. In addition to non-polarized cross sections,58

which are the subject of the present article, the mea-59

surement of beam and target spin asymmetries can60

provide further constraints on the theoretical hand-61

bag models considered here. Beam-spin asymmetry62

data at similar kinematic coverage were published63

by Ref. [16] and in a smaller kinematic range in64

Ref. [14]. Extensive new CLAS measurements of65

beam spin, target spin and double-spin asymmetries66

are currently under analysis. Comparison of these67

results with the predictions of the handbag models68

are currently being studied.69
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Appendix A: Kinematics91

The kinematic variables of the process

e(k) + p(p)→ e′(k′) + p′(p′) + π0(v)

are defined as follows. The four–momenta of the in-
cident and outgoing electrons are denoted by k and
k′ and the four-momentum of the virtual photon q is
defined as q = k − k′. In the laboratory system θ is
the scattering angle between the incident and outgo-
ing electrons, with energies E and E′, respectively.
The photon virtuality, given by

Q2 = −q2 = −(k − k′)2 ≈ 4 E E′ sin2 θ

2
(A1)

is positive. The four–momenta of the incident and
outgoing protons are denoted by p and p′. The en-
ergy of the virtual photon is

ν =
p · q
mp

= E − E′, (A2)
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FIG. 24: (Color online) The extracted structure functions vs. t as in Fig. 20 for all kinematic bins. The data
and curves are as follows: black (positive)-dσU/dt = dσT /dt + εdσL/dt, blue (negative)-dσTT /dt, and red (small)-
dσLT /dt. All the structure functions are numerically given in Appendix C. The error bars are statistical only. The
point-by-point propagated systematic uncertainties are given in the table in Appendix C. The curves are theoretical
predictions for these structure functions obtained in the framework of the handbag model by Ref. [33]. As before,
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FIG. 25: (Color online) The kinematics of π0 electropro-
duction. φπ is the angle between the lepton and hadron
planes. The lepton plane is defined by the incident and
the scattered electron. The hadron plane is defined by
the π0 and the scattered proton.

where mp is the proton mass. The Bjorken scaling
variable xB is defined as

xB =
Q2

2p · q =
Q2

2mpν
. (A3)

The squared invariant mass of the photon–proton
system is given by

W 2 = (p+ q)2 = m2
p + 2mpν −Q2. (A4)

The momentum transfer t to the proton is defined
by the relation

t = (p− p′)2 = (q − pπ)2, (A5)

where pπ is the four–momentum of the π0 meson.1

The minimum momentum transfer for a given Q2
2

and W (or xB) is denoted by tmin.3

The angle φπ between the leptonic and hadronic4

planes is defined according to the Trento convention5

[37] (see Fig. 25).6

Appendix B: Helicity amplitudes and7

Generalized Parton Distributions8

Under the assumption of single-photon exchange,9

the differential cross section of the reaction ep →10

e′p′π0 for an unpolarized electron beam and proton11

target can be written as [12]12

d4σ

dQ2dxBdtdφπ
= Γ(Q2, xB , E)

1

2π

[(
dσT
dt

+ ε
dσL
dt

)
+ ε cos 2φπ

dσTT
dt

+
√

2ε(1 + ε) cosφπ
dσLT
dt

]
, (B1)

where Γ(Q2, xB , E) is the flux of transverse virtual13

photons and σT , σL, σTT and σLT are the struc-14

ture functions. They depend in general on the vari-15

ables Q2, xB and t. The Hand convention [27] was16

adopted for the definition of the virtual photon flux17

factor Γ(Q2, xB , E):18

Γ(Q2, xB , E) =
α

8π

Q2

m2
pE

2

1− xB
x3
B

1

1− ε , (B2)

and α is the standard electromagnetic coupling con-
stant. The variable ε represents the ratio of fluxes

of longitudinally and transversely polarized virtual
photons and is given by

ε =
1− y − Q2

4E2

1− y + y2

2 + Q2

4E2

, (B3)

with y = p · q/q · k = ν/E.19

The reduced cross section is defined as20

d2σ

dtdφπ
=

1

2π

[(
dσT
dt

+ ε
dσL
dt

)
+ ε cos 2φπ

dσTT
dt

+
√

2ε(1 + ε) cosφπ
dσLT
dt

]
. (B4)

Six independent helicity amplitudes Mµ′ν′µν de-21

scribe the π0 electroproduction process γ∗p→ π0p′.22

With reference to Fig. 2, µ and µ′ label the helicities23

of the virtual photon (µ=0,+1,-1) and π0 (µ′ = 0).24

The helicities of protons before and after the inter-25

action are labeled ν and ν′, respectively. We will26
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denote “ + ” for the ν = 1/2 and “−” for ν = −1/2.1

The unmeasured helicities of the emitted and ab-2

sorbed quarks are denoted λ and λ′ as in Fig. 2.3

Four of these amplitudes describe the reaction ini-4

tiated by transversely polarized photons: M0−++,5

M0−−+, M0+++, M0+−+. The first two correspond6

to nucleon helicity flip and the latter two to nucleon7

helicity non-flip. There are two amplitudes which8

describe the reaction due to longitudinally polar-9

ized photons (M0+0+, M0−0+), with nucleon helicity10

non-flip and helicity flip, respectively. It is conve-11

nient to introduce two new amplitudes with so-called12

natural MN
0ν′µν and unnatural MU

0ν′µν exchanges13

MN
0ν′µν =

1

2
[M0ν′µν +M0ν′−µν ], (B5)

MU
0ν′µν =

1

2
[M0ν′µν −M0ν′−µν ]. (B6)

The former does not change sign upon photon helic-14

ity reversal, and the latter changes sign upon photon15

helicity reversal.16

The inverse equations are17

M0ν′µν = MN
0ν′µν +MU

0ν′µν , (B7)

M0ν′−µν = MN
0ν′µν −MU

0ν′µν . (B8)

For t′ → 0 a helicity amplitude vanishes (at

least) as Mµ′ν′µν ∝
√
−t′|µ−ν−µ

′+ν′|
as a conse-

quence of angular momentum conservation, where
t′ = t − tmin. Thus, for transverse photons, for
nucleon helicity flip (ν′ = −ν) the cross sections
may remain finite at t′ → 0, while for nucleon he-
licity non-flip (ν′ = ν), the cross section should
approach 0 as t′ → 0. According to the findings
in Refs. [12],[18] and the HERMES measurement of
the transverse-spin asymmetry AUT , as well as the
CLAS measurement of the π0 cross section [13], it
seems that the following hierarchy of the amplitudes
for transversely polarized photons holds

|M0−−+|, |MU
0+++| � |M0−++|, |MN

0+++|. (B9)

The structure functions can be written in terms of18

the helicity amplitudes, neglecting the smallest am-19

plitudes: in Eq. B9 above.20

The longitudinal structure function σL is con-21

nected to longitudinally polarized photons:22

dσL
dt

=
1

k

[
|M0+0+|2 + |M0−0+|2

]
. (B10)

The structure function σT involves transversely23

polarized photons:24

dσT
dt

=
1

2k

[
|M0−++|2 + |M0−−+|2 + |M0+++|2 + |M0+−+|2

]

' 1

2k

[
|M0−++|2 + 2

∣∣MN
0+++

∣∣2
]
. (B11)

The structure function σLT involves the interference between the longitudinal and transverse amplitudes

dσLT
dt

= − 1√
2k

Re
[
M∗0−0+ (M0−++ −M0−−+) + 2M∗0+0+M0+−+

]

' − 1√
2k

Re
(
M∗0−++M0−0+

)
. (B12)

Likewise, the transverse-transverse interference
cross section σTT is

dσTT
dt

= −1

k
Re
[
M∗0−++M0−−+ +M∗0+++M0+−+

]

' −1

k

∣∣MN
0+++

∣∣2 . (B13)

The quantity k is the phase space factor, which25

depends on W 2, Q2,m2
p and xB , and varies approx-26

imately as Q4.27
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k = 16π
(
W 2 −m2

)√
Λ (W 2,−Q2,m2) (B14)

= 16πQ2

(
1

xB
− 1

)√
(W 2 −m2)

2
+Q4 + 2W 2Q2 + 2Q2m2

= Q4k′

In the GPD-handbag approximation, exclusive π0
1

electroproduction can be decomposed into a hard2

part, describing the partonic subprocess and a soft3

part that contains the GPDs. This factorization oc-4

curs at large photon virtualities Q2 and small mo-5

mentum transfer to the nucleon, −t. Following the6

notation of Ref. [18], the connection between the he-7

licity amplitudes and GPDs is8

M0+0+ =
√

1− ξ2
e0

Q

[
〈H̃〉 − ξ2

1− ξ2
〈Ẽ〉
]

(B15)

M0−0+ = −e0

Q

√
−t′

2m
ξ〈Ẽ〉 (B16)

M0−++ = e0
µπ
Q2

√
1− ξ2〈HT 〉 (B17)

MN
0+++ = −e0

µπ
Q2

√
−t′

4m
〈ĒT 〉. (B18)

The variable ξ ' xB/(2 − xB), µπ = m2
π/(mu +9

md), where mu and md are current quark masses10

[12] and ĒT ≡ 2H̃T +ET . 〈F 〉 denotes a convolution11

of GPD F with the hard-scattering kernel, Hµ′λ′µλ,12

where λ and λ′ are the (unmeasured) helicities of13

the incoming and outgoing quarks, µ is the virtual-14

photon helicity and µ = 0 is the neutral-pion helicity,15

and is given by16

〈F 〉 ≡
∑

λ

∫ 1

−1

dxHµ′λ′µλF. (B19)

〈HT 〉 arises primarily from nucleon helicity flip pro-17

cesses, while 〈ĒT 〉 describes nucleon helicity non-flip18

processes.19

Note that a factor 1/Q in the longitudinal ampli-20

tudes and a factor µπ/Q
2 in the transverse ampli-21

tudes has been factored in order to explicitly show22

the leading Q2 dependence. The convolutions 〈F 〉23

are still Q2 dependent due to evolution, the running24

of αs and other effects. In the transverse convo-25

lutions there is also a summation over the parton26

helicities.27

Combining the above finally yields the GPD de-28

pendence of the structure functions:29

dσL
dt

=
4πα

k′
1

Q6

{(
1− ξ2

) ∣∣∣〈H̃〉
∣∣∣
2

− 2ξ2Re
[
〈H̃〉∗〈Ẽ〉

]
− t′

4m2
ξ2
∣∣∣〈Ẽ〉

∣∣∣
2
}
, (B20)

dσT
dt

=
4πα

2k′
µ2
π

Q8

[(
1− ξ2

)
|〈HT 〉|2 −

t′

8m2

∣∣〈ĒT 〉
∣∣2
]
, (B21)

σLT
dt

=
4πα√

2k′
µπ
Q7

ξ
√

1− ξ2

√
−t′

2m
Re
[
〈HT 〉∗〈Ẽ〉

]
, (B22)

σTT
dt

=
4πα

k′
µ2
π

Q8

t′

16m2

∣∣〈ĒT 〉
∣∣2 . (B23)

Appendix C: Structure functions30

The structure functions are presented in this table. The first error is statistical and the second is the31

systematic uncertainty.32
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Q2, xB −t, dσT
dt + ε

dσL
dt ,

dσLT
dt ,

dσTT
dt ,

GeV 2 GeV 2 nb/GeV 2 nb/GeV 2 nb/GeV 2

1.14 0.131 0.12 341 ± 40 ± 59 −30 ± 68 ± 114 −240 ± 111 ± 156
1.15 0.132 0.17 314 ± 40 ± 75 −76 ± 69 ± 126 −292 ± 108 ± 215
1.15 0.132 0.25 267 ± 19 ± 15 −42 ± 32 ± 37 −233 ± 55 ± 21
1.15 0.132 0.35 188 ± 13 ± 33 −50 ± 23 ± 43 −179 ± 43 ± 66
1.15 0.132 0.49 126.3 ± 4.7 ± 10 −15.0 ± 8.0 ± 5.5 −78 ± 19 ± 8.1
1.15 0.132 0.77 66.0 ± 2.0 ± 7.9 3.8 ± 3.1 ± 6.4 −39.8 ± 7.8 ± 16
1.16 0.133 1.71 17.8 ± 2.0 ± 1.6 4.3 ± 1.2 ± 2.0 −21.2 ± 6.6 ± 7.7
1.38 0.169 0.12 357 ± 13 ± 35 19 ± 19 ± 30 −191 ± 42 ± 47
1.38 0.169 0.17 366 ± 15 ± 24 2 ± 22 ± 21 −247 ± 46 ± 53
1.38 0.169 0.25 331 ± 12 ± 16 19 ± 18 ± 17 −202 ± 36 ± 49
1.38 0.169 0.35 254 ± 10 ± 13 17 ± 15 ± 24 −153 ± 32 ± 25
1.38 0.169 0.49 166.2 ± 5.1 ± 12 −15.4 ± 7.1 ± 12 −109 ± 18 ± 18
1.38 0.169 0.77 83.4 ± 3.3 ± 4.1 9.7 ± 4.4 ± 10 −48.5 ± 9.6 ± 5.4
1.38 0.169 1.21 39.6 ± 1.7 ± 3.8 4.0 ± 1.7 ± 1.9 −40.8 ± 4.5 ± 3.0
1.38 0.170 1.71 15.3 ± 1.4 ± 1.5 0.81 ± 0.80 ± 1.6 −13.6 ± 4.0 ± 5.1
1.61 0.186 0.12 276 ± 17 ± 46 17 ± 29 ± 58 −180 ± 64 ± 71
1.61 0.186 0.18 345 ± 25 ± 57 36 ± 42 ± 102 −103 ± 82 ± 87
1.61 0.187 0.25 276 ± 15 ± 7.0 0 ± 26 ± 21 −171 ± 52 ± 41
1.61 0.187 0.35 223 ± 12 ± 11 −14 ± 20 ± 11 −143 ± 46 ± 46
1.61 0.187 0.49 159.8 ± 6.3 ± 11 20 ± 10 ± 11 −58 ± 25 ± 19
1.61 0.187 0.78 82.4 ± 3.2 ± 7.1 5.6 ± 4.8 ± 19 −30 ± 12 ± 27
1.61 0.187 1.21 34.5 ± 2.3 ± 3.0 0.1 ± 3.3 ± 1.7 −24.9 ± 6.4 ± 6.6
1.61 0.187 1.71 16.0 ± 1.9 ± 1.6 2.3 ± 1.8 ± 2.2 −12.2 ± 6.2 ± 4.6
1.74 0.223 0.25 316.7 ± 6.7 ± 9.2 14.9 ± 8.5 ± 19 −232 ± 20 ± 44
1.75 0.223 0.12 293.3 ± 7.8 ± 24 16.2 ± 9.8 ± 12 −72 ± 23 ± 13
1.75 0.223 0.17 339.3 ± 8.9 ± 26 35 ± 11 ± 8.3 −243 ± 28 ± 26
1.75 0.224 0.35 260.5 ± 7.0 ± 13 32.1 ± 9.2 ± 5.0 −183 ± 22 ± 20
1.75 0.224 0.49 184.4 ± 5.0 ± 8.6 3.6 ± 6.3 ± 3.7 −116 ± 15 ± 20
1.75 0.224 0.78 102.2 ± 2.4 ± 5.4 9.2 ± 3.1 ± 5.0 −61.0 ± 7.3 ± 12
1.75 0.224 1.22 44.5 ± 1.4 ± 3.0 6.3 ± 1.3 ± 2.2 −21.2 ± 4.1 ± 6.0
1.75 0.224 1.72 19.00± 1.00 ± 4.4 2.24 ± 0.85 ± 3.2 −12.3 ± 3.0 ± 5.4
1.87 0.270 0.12 342 ± 74 ± 108 1 ± 86 ± 72 −150 ± 103 ± 101
1.87 0.271 0.18 437 ± 54 ± 90 7 ± 64 ± 74 16 ± 91 ± 167
1.87 0.271 0.25 412 ± 19 ± 32 20 ± 21 ± 20 −233 ± 34 ± 39
1.87 0.271 0.35 374 ± 14 ± 26 27 ± 13 ± 20 −293 ± 28 ± 41
1.87 0.271 0.49 259.5 ± 7.3 ± 13 25.1 ± 7.2 ± 6.1 −167 ± 19 ± 14
1.87 0.271 0.78 151.8 ± 4.1 ± 7.8 6.4 ± 4.2 ± 5.7 −59 ± 12 ± 4.6
1.87 0.271 1.22 77.7 ± 3.0 ± 5.5 −5.7 ± 2.3 ± 2.8 −36.4 ± 7.4 ± 5.6
1.87 0.272 1.72 39.2 ± 2.1 ± 3.5 −7.0 ± 1.9 ± 1.9 −22.9 ± 4.6 ± 3.8
1.95 0.313 0.35 470 ± 44 ± 82 −13 ± 34 ± 18 −183 ± 77 ± 58
1.95 0.313 0.49 339 ± 23 ± 21 21 ± 15 ± 34 −140 ± 50 ± 43
1.95 0.313 0.78 202 ± 12 ± 13 −11.1 ± 9.4 ± 5.8 −67 ± 31 ± 23
1.96 0.313 1.22 129.4 ± 9.6 ± 17 −24.8 ± 8.3 ± 6.7 −39 ± 22 ± 21
2.10 0.238 0.12 258 ± 33 ± 81 79 ± 51 ± 109 179 ± 126 ± 218
2.10 0.238 0.35 219 ± 18 ± 8.1 95 ± 31 ± 10 91 ± 72 ± 46
2.10 0.238 0.49 132.5 ± 8.9 ± 13 −53 ± 15 ± 9.0 −105 ± 41 ± 28
2.10 0.238 0.78 92.6 ± 8.9 ± 9.2 −8 ± 13 ± 12 21 ± 35 ± 32
2.10 0.238 1.21 40 ± 21 ± 16 −6 ± 35 ± 31 −23 ± 43 ± 27
2.10 0.239 0.17 228 ± 29 ± 148 −13 ± 49 ± 265 −7 ± 119 ± 268
2.10 0.239 0.25 240 ± 20 ± 24 57 ± 36 ± 30 47 ± 83 ± 106
2.21 0.275 0.12 241 ± 25 ± 11 −44 ± 36 ± 9.0 29 ± 58 ± 17
2.21 0.276 0.17 257 ± 12 ± 18 −6 ± 17 ± 13 −13 ± 38 ± 41
2.21 0.276 0.25 268.8 ± 9.8 ± 19 −6 ± 13 ± 20 −54 ± 29 ± 30
2.21 0.276 0.35 242 ± 11 ± 11 32 ± 14 ± 12 −102 ± 34 ± 22
2.21 0.276 0.49 193.5 ± 7.1 ± 17 41.1 ± 9.4 ± 20 −56 ± 22 ± 47
2.21 0.276 0.78 101.4 ± 3.0 ± 6.6 7.3 ± 4.3 ± 7.0 −69 ± 10 ± 10
2.21 0.277 1.22 50.0 ± 2.0 ± 3.3 5.8 ± 2.3 ± 3.9 −22.5 ± 6.9 ± 2.4
2.21 0.277 1.72 20.8 ± 1.5 ± 3.1 −0.1 ± 1.8 ± 2.3 −10.1 ± 4.8 ± 5.3
2.24 0.332 0.18 330 ± 44 ± 31 14 ± 53 ± 37 −114 ± 80 ± 118
2.24 0.337 0.25 392 ± 19 ± 44 −8 ± 20 ± 34 −53 ± 34 ± 27
2.24 0.338 0.49 293.7 ± 6.5 ± 15 26.4 ± 5.5 ± 13 −137 ± 14 ± 12
2.25 0.337 0.35 346 ± 12 ± 14 40 ± 11 ± 12 −152 ± 24 ± 15
2.25 0.338 0.78 200.8 ± 3.8 ± 13 −2.1 ± 3.3 ± 5.0 −78.6 ± 9.7 ± 10
2.25 0.339 1.22 110.2 ± 2.6 ± 5.4 −13.3 ± 2.3 ± 4.2 −50.4 ± 6.5 ± 6.1
2.25 0.339 1.73 49.9 ± 1.7 ± 4.6 −6.5 ± 1.8 ± 5.7 −32.3 ± 3.7 ± 5.8
2.34 0.403 0.35 472 ± 48 ± 53 −6 ± 60 ± 79 −24 ± 105 ± 210
2.34 0.403 0.49 475 ± 20 ± 39 −22 ± 23 ± 27 −17 ± 51 ± 53
2.34 0.404 0.78 377 ± 11 ± 17 −22 ± 10 ± 5.8 −150 ± 26 ± 19
2.34 0.404 1.22 192.8 ± 7.4 ± 13 −37.3 ± 7.9 ± 4.4 −67 ± 16 ± 43
2.35 0.404 1.73 90.5 ± 6.6 ± 3.1 −22.4 ± 7.4 ± 5.7 −13 ± 12 ± 8.4
2.71 0.336 0.18 230 ± 35 ± 29 −78 ± 52 ± 84 60 ± 90 ± 188
2.71 0.343 0.25 217.3 ± 8.1 ± 10 −6 ± 10 ± 4.3 −76 ± 27 ± 22
2.71 0.343 0.35 220.5 ± 8.1 ± 8.0 15.5 ± 9.8 ± 7.6 −97 ± 27 ± 28
2.71 0.343 0.49 183.8 ± 6.0 ± 9.4 17.0 ± 7.4 ± 12 −120 ± 19 ± 31
2.71 0.343 1.22 51.3 ± 2.4 ± 4.5 9.0 ± 2.7 ± 5.0 −31.5 ± 9.7 ± 16
2.72 0.344 0.78 110.4 ± 3.6 ± 5.8 1.8 ± 4.7 ± 5.8 −99 ± 14 ± 20
2.72 0.344 1.73 28.7 ± 1.9 ± 3.5 −2.9 ± 2.2 ± 2.0 −17.2 ± 5.6 ± 9.2
2.75 0.423 0.50 323 ± 19 ± 21 −8 ± 23 ± 16 −60 ± 40 ± 16
2.75 0.423 0.78 232.4 ± 6.9 ± 17 4.3 ± 6.4 ± 16 −58 ± 17 ± 24
2.75 0.424 1.23 140.7 ± 4.9 ± 9.0 −25.8 ± 5.6 ± 5.8 −16 ± 13 ± 12
2.75 0.424 1.73 69.3 ± 4.6 ± 2.9 −12.8 ± 5.3 ± 3.7 −2.7 ± 9.6 ± 12
3.12 0.362 0.35 219 ± 33 ± 139 1 ± 53 ± 213 27 ± 114 ± 398
3.12 0.362 0.50 167 ± 14 ± 20 1 ± 23 ± 59 −21 ± 71 ± 56
3.22 0.431 0.78 138.4 ± 6.2 ± 6.5 15.0 ± 7.9 ± 5.5 −77 ± 17 ± 16
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Q2, xB −t, dσT
dt + ε

dσL
dt ,

dσLT
dt ,

dσTT
dt ,

GeV 2 GeV 2 nb/GeV 2 nb/GeV 2 nb/GeV 2

3.23 0.428 0.35 277 ± 22 ± 15 −80 ± 29 ± 16 67 ± 48 ± 20
3.23 0.430 0.50 201 ± 12 ± 17 10 ± 16 ± 17 −46 ± 30 ± 31
3.23 0.432 1.23 75.5 ± 3.8 ± 9.2 5.6 ± 4.3 ± 12 −77 ± 11 ± 32
3.23 0.432 1.73 65.4 ± 5.0 ± 6.7 18.8 ± 5.7 ± 6.2 35 ± 14 ± 15
3.29 0.496 1.23 140 ± 17 ± 18 −12 ± 23 ± 9.7 −54 ± 45 ± 12
3.67 0.451 0.78 145 ± 36 ± 23 −22 ± 35 ± 28 8 ± 101 ± 56
3.67 0.451 1.23 77 ± 15 ± 1.8 2 ± 17 ± 2.9 −24 ± 48 ± 8.8
3.68 0.451 0.49 185 ± 26 ± 18 −32 ± 39 ± 29 −38 ± 66 ± 57
3.68 0.451 1.73 47.0 ± 6.9 ± 3.9 −14.7 ± 9.4 ± 7.3 −27 ± 27 ± 7.9
3.76 0.513 0.78 190 ± 37 ± 40 24 ± 46 ± 37 −39 ± 56 ± 41
3.76 0.514 1.23 132 ± 13 ± 11 1 ± 14 ± 8.4 −17 ± 37 ± 40
4.23 0.539 0.78 178 ± 42 ± 45 −28 ± 60 ± 57 −34 ± 74 ± 64
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